
AP Bio Summer Assignment #1 Genetics & History of Earth
For a more thorough overview of the summer assignments please go to the AP Biology Website

For the first summer assignment, I would like you to watch two videocasts that were made by Paul Anderson, a
former AP Biology teacher in Bozemans, MT. You may already know his work and videos as they cover the
major topics in AP Biology as well as general biology and some chemistry and physics. His website is a great
resource for you to use throughout the year.

Bozeman Biology Mendelian Genetics http://www.bozemanscience.com/029-mendelian-genetics

The Origin of Life http://www.bozemanscience.com/011-the-origin-of-life-scientific-evidence

Abiogenesis http://www.bozemanscience.com/010-abiogenesis

These videos are background information. You will write a one paragraph summary of each video in the
Google form (see below).

In your textbook, you should read chapter 18, The History of Life on Earth and review Genetics, chapter 8
section 1, pages 150-158. Take notes for yourself and use them to complete the multiple choice questions by
filling out the following Google Form by 9/1/2021. This will be graded for accuracy.

https://sites.google.com/hvrsd.org/apbiologychs/ap-biology-home-page
http://www.bozemanscience.com/029-mendelian-genetics
http://www.bozemanscience.com/011-the-origin-of-life-scientific-evidence
http://www.bozemanscience.com/010-abiogenesis
https://forms.gle/WpiJ3jMgZVM1m1E68


AP Bio Summer Assignment #2 Introduction to Statistics in Biology
For a more thorough overview of the summer assignments please go to the AP Biology Website

INTRODUCTION
This statistics packet is to provide you with a review or introduction of some of the reoccurring statistics you

see in the AP Bio course.  We will be taking a look at a few videos by Mr. Anderson.  Please submit a link to

your packet using this Google Form by 9/1/2021. (You can also print it out and take a picture of it, and

send a link of your picture). This will be graded for accuracy.

Lesson 1: Basic Statistics (Click for Video)

In this lesson, Mr. Anderson talks about collecting data, calculating data, and analyzing

data.

Guided Practice:

1. What is the purpose of collecting data?

2. What is big data?

https://sites.google.com/hvrsd.org/apbiologychs/ap-biology-home-page
https://forms.gle/AxzcR68oUoKNXd8SA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jf9VT4V4aRI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jf9VT4V4aRI


3. What are the symbols for Population, Sample, Mean, Median, and

Range?

4. How do you calculate the Mean, Median, and Range of a Sample?

Use the following data to show understanding…

2,2,3,5,6,8,9

5. What are the Degrees of Freedom (N-1)?

Practice Problem:

A. Determine the Sample Population (n), Mean, Median, and Range for

the following sample:

0,1,2,2,5,7,9,10,18,22



Lesson 2: Standard Deviation (Click for Video)

In this lesson, Mr. Anderson talks about figuring out the standard deviation of a

sample.

Guided Practice:

1. What is Standard Deviation?

2. How is Standard Deviation related to a Bell curve?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=09kiX3p5Vek&t=262s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=09kiX3p5Vek&t=262s


3. In regards to standard deviation, How are the following %’s

significant?

a. 68%

b. 95%

c. 99%

4. Draw the 2 graphs that Mr. Anderson mentions.  In your own words,

what can a graph tell you about the variance or standard deviation

of a population?

5. What do each of the variables in the Standard Deviation Equation

mean?

a. S=

b. ∑ (X-X(bar over it)=

c. n-1=

Guise’s 4 Steps to Calculate Standard Deviation:

● Step 1: Figure out the average of the sample

○ (total of n/n)

● Step 2:Figure out the summation

○
● Step 3: Take the summation value

○ (Step 2) / Degrees of Freedom (n-1)

● Step 4: Take the square root of Step 3



Practice Problems:

● Click Here for the Standard Deviation Google Sheet Practice Problems

● Click Here for the How to Calculate Standard Deviation in Google Sheets Video

A) Calculate the Standard Deviation of the following Data Set by hand

(Show your work).

1,2,4,6,10

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1X8x1YAzfQEpsk_YIC69ZXjJt60o0feHyMT1cdiGNrRY/copy
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nTBxatmf8xwr8LCZPFf9TpF99wgnibdx


Lesson 3: Standard Error of the Mean (Click for Video)

In this lesson, Mr. Anderson talks about calculating the standard error of the mean.

Guided Practice:

1. What does the Standard Error of the Mean (SEM) tell you about

your data?

2. What do the symbols of the Standard Error of the Mean equation

stand for?

a. S=

b. n=

3. What happens to the Standard Error of the Mean when n is larger vs

when n is smaller?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BwYj69LAQOI&t=4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BwYj69LAQOI&t=4s


Practice Problems:

● Click Here for the Standard Error of the Mean Google Sheet Practice

Problems

● Click Here for the How to Calculate Standard Error of the Mean in

Google Sheets Video

A) Calculate the Standard Error of the Mean for the following Data Sets

by hand (Show your work).

Set 1:  1,4,4,6,10                   Set 2: 1, 24, 25

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1xYEEvPnd4RjaGSa1JaRr-w3QbgNCcqLf4_8yuXL5bJg/copy
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1xYEEvPnd4RjaGSa1JaRr-w3QbgNCcqLf4_8yuXL5bJg/copy
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dSPjNF45T6K9FErXP8A3_WdatnI9skTt
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dSPjNF45T6K9FErXP8A3_WdatnI9skTt


Lesson 4: Chi-Squared Test (Click Here for the Video)

In this lesson, Mr. Anderson talks about the Null Hypothesis and how to use the

Chi-Squared Value to fail to reject or reject the Null Hypothesis.

Guided Practice:

1. What is the purpose of the Chi-Squared Test?

2. What do the variables of the Chi-Squared Equation stand for?

O=

E=

3. What is a Null Hypothesis?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXPBoFDqNVk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXPBoFDqNVk


4. What does “degrees of freedom” mean (see lesson 1 for a review)?

5. How are degrees of freedom and critical values used to perform a

Chi-Squared Test?

Practice Problems:

● .05 and to the right... accept

● Larger than .05 reject (most often the case)

Chi-Squared Distribution Table:

●



A) You have 66 standard dice.

a) State the Null Hypothesis

b) Using the Observed Values below and the Chi-Squared

Frequency Table, determine whether to accept or reject the Null

Hypothesis (Show Your Work).

Null Hypothesis:

Data

Dice # --> 1 2 3 4 5 6

Occurred 10 6 18 6 15 11



Lesson 5: Claims, Evidence, Reasoning (Click Here)

In this lesson, Mr. Anderson talks about the Claims, Evidence, Reasoning Framework.

The CER Framework is super important in AP Biology. You must be able to master the

CER skill to be successful on the FRQ portions of the AP Biology Exam.  CER

Framework is also used for the analysis portion of your formal lab write-ups!

Guided Practice:

1. Describe each of the components of the CER Framework:

a. Question

b. Claim

c. Evidence

d. Reasoning

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5KKsLuRPsvU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5KKsLuRPsvU


2. The reasoning portion of the CER Framework is the hardest skill for

the students to master.  What can students do to solidify their

reasoning skills or what should students always include in their

reasoning portion of the write-up?

Lesson 6: A Review on Basic Genetics
Practice Problems:

A) Complete the following CER using your statistics skills from lessons

1-4.

Introduction: Caenorhabditis elegans is a nematode species that is often used in

genetic studies because it has a predictable life cycle and they are easy to maintain in

the laboratory. They have been used in many types of studies including those involving

aging and development, and scientists have identified and sequenced its genome. They

share a portion of genes similar to those of humans.

One of the genes in C. elegans is Dpy. When the Dpy gene is mutated, it produces a

mutant phenotype where the C. elegans appears shorter. It hypothesized that this is a

recessive condition of a single gene, inherited as a pattern of simple Mendelian

inheritance (See the link in the video for reasoning, if you need a review on Genetics).

Suppose you cross two individuals who are heterozygous for the Dpy recessive trait.  As

a result of the cross, you obtain 295 individuals with the normal phenotype, and 105

individuals who have the mutant phenotype. Determine if the data fit the predicted

pattern of inheritance described above by performing a chi-square test. (Hint- you will

need to complete a Punnett Square to obtain the expected values).



Punnett Square:

Chi-Square Table:

Phenotype Observed (o) Expected (e) (o-e) (o-e)
2
/e

Null hypothesis:

Chi-square value:

Degrees of Freedom:

P value (use the critical values table):

Should you reject, or fail to reject the null hypothesis?



CER Framework: Based on the chi-square test and the data above, create a question,

generate a claim, describe the evidence, and come up with reasoning to support or

refute the claim.  ***

Create a Question:

Claim: (Answer to your question)

Evidence: (Supports/Rejects your claim)

Reasoning: Use scientific principles and evidence to support or refute your

claim.  Use Scientific Rules, Laws, Definitions, or Principles (Here is a

review on basic genetics and ideas you can include).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ya7h-Y-9l8c


AP Bio Summer Assignment #3 Human Impact Experimental Design
For a more thorough overview of the summer assignments please go to the AP Biology Website

You will be designing an experiment that we will carry out in the beginning of the year (You will only be
WRITING the design over the summer; not actually completing the experiment). Please complete the
following sheet and be ready to turn it in for the first day of school. (To be turned in during class on
OnCourse). This will be graded for accuracy.

BACKGROUND:
One of the core ideas of biology is that living organisms are highly influenced by and dependent on interactions
with their environment and other living organisms. Over our time on earth, humans have significantly impacted
other living organisms and their environments- for better and for worse. To investigate this big idea even deeper,
you will be designing an experiment to test the effects of human impact on animal behavior.

Remember that ecosystems are huge and the impacts humans have on them are difficult to measure. When we
design our lab we will be designing a “small-scale” experiment in order to model what is seen on a larger-scale
ecosystem. You will have to select an independent variable that models or represents some kind of real-world
human impact. For example, a question you may test could be:

● How have city lights influenced day-night cycles of birds?
● Independent variable: city lights
● Dependent variable: day-night cycle of birds

To design this experiment on a small scale, you will need to find an independent variable that models what you are
trying to investigate on a large scale. Examples for this question would include:

○ Independent variable (small-scale): artificial light
○ Dependent variable: sleep patterns of birds

SAFETY: Testing the effects of human impact on living organisms must be done so in a humane fashion. I MUST
approve your WHOLE experiment before you attempt to carry it out.

SUPPLIES:
Up to you to design your experiment.  As far as organisms I can get…

● Tenebrio molitor (mealworms)
● Armadillidium (pillbugs)
● You may also do an outdoor study where you monitor birds, squirrels, etc.

○ Keep in mind you will have to do this during the block!
● Any other organisms must be approved

You also have the following available to you…
● Choice chambers (see example)
● Most standard household supplies/food items
● I will have to approve anything else

Title

(2 pts)

(Include your independent and dependent variables in here)

Question

(3 pts)

(THINK! What are we asking? What are we curious to discover? A properly formatted question should not be a closed/yes
or no question, should include independent and dependent variables. Do not just make it specific to your small-scale
experiment- Think about the bigger picture you are studying)

Purpose or

Rationale

(5 pts)

(THINK! Why are we performing the experiment? What do we want to find out? What are we testing? How does it
connect to a real-world example of human impact on living organisms?) Be sure to include any relevant background
research using APA Citations.

https://sites.google.com/hvrsd.org/apbiologychs/ap-biology-home-page
https://www.carolina.com/traditional-ap-biology-kits/ap-biology-lab-11-animal-behavior-choice-chamber-each/746619.pr


Hypothesis

(4 pts)

(THINK! What will the end result be? What is the answer to the “Question”? Please use If, then, because… format (this is
what is required on the AP test, but try to focus mostly on the because)

Materials

(3 pts)

(THINK! What materials do we need to test the question? (List as many as you think may be needed – you may use more
or less bullet points than those stat are listed)

●
●

●

●
●

●

Procedure (18 pts)

(THINK! Record all steps of your procedure below; use the bulleted points as things to think about while you  design the experiment)

● What steps, in order, will you take to perform the experiment? BE SPECIFIC

● How will you be using the materials listed above? BE SPECIFIC

● What data are you planning to collect? Create an empty data table.

● What are your control groups? What are your experimental groups?

● What are controlled variables you will take into account?

● How many trials do you plan on doing?



Exceeds (100%) Meets (85%) Partially Meets (75%) Does Not Meet (50%)
Question /
Purpose (8
points)

The question and purpose

are clearly, concisely, and

accurately stated. The study

clearly and directly mirrors a

real-world human impact.

The question and purpose are

clearly, concisely, and

accurately stated. The study

attempts to mirror a real-world

impact but it may not be clear.

The question and purpose are

accurately stated. The study

has little connection to a

real-world impact.

The question and purpose are

inaccurate and/or unclear.

Question may be closed. The

study has no connection to a

real-world impact.

Hypothesis
(4 points)

Predicted relationship

between variables &

expected outcomes is

clearly & concisely

communicated, using logic

and current knowledge to

explain and defend

hypothesis. Hypothesis is

not a prediction, rather

answers a large-scale

question generated before.

Predicted relationship between

variables & expected outcomes

is stated. Logic and current

knowledge to explain and

defend hypothesis.

Predicted relationship between

variables & expected outcomes

is only partially stated. May not

fully use logic and current

knowledge to explain and

defend hypothesis.

Predicted relationship between

variables & expected

outcomes is only partially

stated, if stated at all. Does

not fully use logic and current

knowledge to explain and

defend hypothesis, if at all.

Items are missing.

Materials /
Procedure
(18  points)

Materials are clearly and

specifically identified.

Steps are easy to follow

and in full sentences.

Someone could easily

replicate this lab without

trouble.

Proper control groups,

independent, dependent,

and controlled variables are

clear and are defended to

limit shortcomings of

experiment.

Materials are mentioned; may

not be specifically identified.

Steps are easy to follow, and in

full sentences, but could

possibly use more clarity.

Someone could replicate this

lab, but might need some

clarification on the materials/

procedure.

Proper control groups,

independent, dependent, and

controlled variables are

present but may not directly

limit the shortcomings of the

experiment.

Materials are mentioned but

are not specifically identified

with amounts.

Steps are vague.

Someone would be confused

when trying to replicate this

lab, and would absolutely need

clarification on the materials/

procedure.

Proper control groups,

independent, dependent, and

controlled variables are

present but shortcomings are

still present.

Doesn’t provide enough

information to represent an

experimental procedure.

It would be nearly impossible

for someone to replicate this

lab.

Proper control groups,

independent, dependent, and

controlled variables may be

missing.

Data (8
points)

Data is complete and

relevant. Data table is

neatly organized in a way

that makes sense. Tables

are easy to read and units

are provided. In addition,

data taken is best selected

for questions being asked.

Data is complete and relevant.

Data table is neatly organized

in a way that makes sense.

Tables are easy to read and

units are provided.

1 of the previous items may be

missing:

___ Complete/relevant

___ Organized/ neat / makes

sense/ Easy to read

___ Units provided

2 of the previous items may be

missing:

___ Complete/relevant

___ Organized/ neat / makes

sense/ Easy to read

___ Units provided


